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MCCC Security Incident
Thursday, October 7, 2021 5:04:47 PM

MCCC - Security Incident Date: 7 Oct 2021

Time: 03:15 PM

Reporting Officer: jrschmidt

Subject: Trouble with Subject

Location: MCCC Admissions/Financial Aid Offices

Witness: Valerie Culler, Tracy o

Victim: MCCC Staff

Complainant: MCCC

Suspect:, B/F DOB 05/06/75

Narrative:

On 10/07/2021, 03:15 pm, R/O(Schmidt) was advised by an MCCC Admissions employee that the suspect was  
causing a scene with an MCCC Financial Aid staff member. Safety Services (R/O) was asked to stand by in the 
Admissions Office in case tensions arose with the suspect. The suspect was submitting admission information to 
a Financial Aid staff member regarding a PELL Grant. The staff member told R/O that the suspect was getting 
agitated/upset with them on the process to apply for a PELL Grant and other admission requirements. After a 
few minutes in Financial Aid, the suspect walked into the main Admissions area and spoke to this R/O. After 
talking to the suspect, it was determined that they were dropped off at MCCC's campus by the LET Transit Bus. 
The suspect told this R/O that they take the LET Transit Bus back to their home, and they requested R/O escort 
them to the Campus LET Transit Bus Stop. The suspect told this R/O that they formerly used 
methamphetamines, cocaine, marijuana, and have a bi-polar condition as wells as other anxiety issues from their 
previous lifestyle. R/O arrived at the LET Transit Campus Bus Stop on MCCC's campus at 03:35 pm with the 
suspect and waited for the bus to arrive at 3:54 pm. At 3:54 pm, the suspect entered the LET Transit Bus and left 
the campus. No further incidents or trouble with the suspect have been reported. The suspect has an appointment 
with MCCC Admissions on 10/08/21 at 9:00 am. R/O spoke with Safety Services Supervisor C. Abel regarding 
this incident and recommended additional security should be on campus if the suspect should arrive due to their 
possible troubled condition.

Status: Open until 10/08/21
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